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In today’s rapidly changing world, adaptability and flexibility are traits with tremendous value. At the same time, we 
believe core principles and values based on universal laws are timeless and more important than ever.

Things are changing rapidly in the seedstock industry.  Producers are struggling to adapt to all of these changes.   Some 
producers who were selecting for additional growth and carcass merit are changing course, and overlooking EPDs as 
they try to correct phenotypic shortcomings.  We even see producers who were terminally focused suddenly advertising 
the virtue of small cows and maternal efficiency.  Others are embracing the new DNA technologies.

DNA or marker assisted selection technologies promise to play a major role in the future, but the future has yet to 
arrive. The most current genetic profiles account for somewhere around 10 - 30% of the genetic variation for a trait 
while EPDs are still accounting for 100%! And yet, some are advocating that DNA testing should supplant EPDs. It all 
seems a little surreal.

 While many in the industry are searching for genetic direction, the next trend or just change, we are more confident 
than ever in the genetic plan and philosophy we built our cowherd on. We know that moving forward on this path will 
mean profitability and flexibility for our customers in our ever changing beef industry.

At MCC our focus hasn’t changed - calving ease, curve bending genetics that minimize risk, eliminate problems, and 
that will produce superior females to make our customers not only sustainable but profitable. We have always believed 
in the balanced trait approach, in having efficient maternal genetics that can still meet and exceed customer expectations.  
Cattle that don’t just work for one segment of our business but who optimize profits from a 
total system approach and that will ultimately provide an outstanding eating experience.

It is this approach that has allowed us to build as much inherit “real” efficiency genetics into 
our cowherd as any. It is why you will find bulls that have dominated the Circle A Sire Alliance 
for profitability and efficiency throughout our pedigrees, stacked generation upon generation. It is 
why we have been able to produce bulls like MCC Daybreak who is the number 2 sire for profitability 
for all the Angus sires ever tested. We don’t have the highest growth or highest carcass cattle in the 
breed, but few can match our balance of EPDs, and no program can match these trait strengths in 
conjunction with our primary focus of calving ease, reproductive ability, fleshing ability and maternal 
excellence. Our program becomes even more unique when you combine the above philosophy with our emphasis on 
necessity traits like disposition, udder quality, fleshing ability, structural correctness and longevity. Some say breeding for 
balance is a cop out or an excuse for lower performing cattle that won’t compete on a grid. Admittedly, that can be the 
case, but we remain committed to making as much genetic progress as possible in our effort to breed better cattle. We 
don’t believe that the goal is stagnation but rather that improvement has to made within the context of a total systems 
approach. We don’t believe in simply mating cattle for certain EPD profiles regardless of their type and kind.

 We have always had moderate cows, and continue to believe that keeping mature size and maintenance requirements 
in check is important especially for our customers who like us are operating in a pretty darn arid environment. Many 
have argued we should be happy - “we were moderate before moderate was cool”, but we also understand that little for 
little’s sake is no better than big for big’s sake. Many of today’s moderate cattle while looking really cool are not adding 
to efficiency, fertility or longevity, and in many cases are doing little more than removing rapid early growth and market 
acceptance up the production chain. We understand that the cattle you produce must work on your ranch and for your 
customers, and we don’t believe that long term profitability is found by ignoring profitability beyond the ranch gate.

Many people are also telling us that we should start feeding our cowherd like a purebred herd, instead of treating it like 
it was a commercial set of cows. We understand that fat has always been the most marketable commodity in our business, 
we just believe that we need to run our cows under similar management as you do in order to evaluate them properly. 
After all if we made marketing our first priority, we might emphasize extremes over the balanced trait approach, but we 
truly believe the best marketing approach is for our cattle to make you money year after year. I certainly appreciate what 
they are telling us, and I know it has some logic, but we are more committed than ever to the SuperMamaTM philosophy. 
We have seen how these genetics work in our operation and in the operations of our customers, and we know that they 
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will not only make beef production more profitable but more enjoyable.

 We know others will be able to offer more extremes in particular traits. We also know that MCC genetics coupled 
with a passion to help you succeed, will provide you with the genetics to have a more viable operation that is equipped 
to succeed not only now but in ensuing generations and that in turn will provide the same for us. New genetics, new 
technologies and new information will continue to shape our decision making and genetic selection process, but our goals, 
our vision, and our basic philosophy will never change. We will succeed by helping you succeed in the cattle business.

Preparing Your Operation for the Prosperous Times Ahead!
This article could have just as easily been titled “Making Money in Hard Times”, but I sure like the first title better and 

I think in many respects it is more accurate as well. I’m sure many of you are like Lorna and I and have been surprised 
by the challenges that have been thrown at us. Starting with BSE, ethanol, and the financial crisis, so much of what has 
affected the profitability of the cattle business the last five to six years has been largely out of our control and out of the 
normal realm of things that we try to factor in as managers when we are preparing the future. 

I never would have thought that actual supply and demand numbers would be secondary to issues like animal welfare, 
food safety, global warming and a whole host of government regulations and laws. However, that is the reality that 
we find ourselves in. That means as cattle producers we have had a whole new area that has to be included in our 
management schemes.

I would liken today’s management challenges to a three legged stool. I’d label the first leg — efficiency of production. 
With input costs rising, being a low cost producer is more critical than ever. The foundation of this is matching the cow 
to the environment - a moderate framed cow, with exceptional fertility and inherent longevity bred in. New research is 
also showing us that how we manage our cattle has a dramatic effect on results from consumption to conception.

The second leg is simply — value creation. This is done by increasing the value of the product we 
produce and capturing more of that value through improved marketing. Alliances, branded programs, 
and genetics that not only excel at the ranch level but for all the various segments of the business that 
help get our product into the stomachs of consumers. 

At MCC our focus is primarily on the first two legs of the stool - producing the genetics and creating 
the marketing opportunities to increase the profitability of you, our valued customers. Yet, the third leg 

may ultimately prove to be the most important. I call it — improving the business environment for raising cattle. It 
is frustrating for me to say this but affecting the outcome of what happens in Denver, and Washington D.C. may have 
as big of impact on our industry’s health as the first two legs of the stool.

I can’t stress how important it is to be involved with our state and national cattlemen organizations. This involvement 
begins with being a member and paying dues to ensure these organizations have the capital to carry our messages forward 
into the political arena, but it goes beyond that and requires all of us to actively take part in the policy making and legislative 
processes. Certainly, most of us don’t have time to be a full time lobbyist and spokesman on behalf of the industry, but 
we all need to make sure those people are out there because whether it is legislatively, through the regulatory process, or 
via the court of public opinion our industry is being attacked at unprecedented levels. It is remarkable what organizations 
like CLA, CCA and NCBA due on our behalf considering that we are significantly outmanned and outgunned.

Traceability Continues to Grow
It doesn’t take long sitting at the salebarn, watching the video sales, or watching the internet auction results to see the 

value of having your cattle age and source verified. USPB announced that they would be continuing to pay a $35/head 
premium for source and age verified cattle. It is nearly a requirement now, to have the cattle enrolled to participate in 
the majority of branded programs, and with countries like Korea requiring traceback on all cattle by 2010, the pressure 
is only going to grow. There are several options out there to have your cattle age and source verified, and we highly 
recommend it for producers who are looking towards the future. Give us a call and we can discuss your options for 
getting your cattle age and source verified. Or just give us a call to discuss how we can help you begin to capture more 
of that value from the superior genetics and management that you are putting into your cattle.

MCC is recognized as Colorado’s premier seedstock provider. Our greatest strength is not as much about our 
understanding of genetics but our experience in the industry as a whole. We understand the ups and downs that cow/
calf producers face in their pursuit of sustainability and profitability, and the forces that are altering the face of the cow/
calf industry. We are a first generation operation who have didn’t inherit a land base or cowherd and didn’t have an 
outside investor to fund our beginning. We cannot afford to pamper cows, they have to work, and work well. We are 
prepared to help you with industry leading genetics, marketing solutions and customer service designed to meet the 
needs of your business. It isn’t a slogan when we say we want to be more than a trusted seedstock provider, we want 
to be a partner in your success.



The Easiest Way to Earn $50 in the Cattle Business
In my earlier life as a Cattle-Fax analyst, we used to say that the easiest most consistent 

way to make $50 in the cow business was to hold cull cows from mid October to after 
the first of the year, cows tended to gain weight efficiently during this time upgrading 
their marketability, and the market almost always trended upwards as well, giving 
one more pounds at a higher price and at a higher class. That may still be one of the easiest ways to 
earn $50, but I have an even easier way! Communication is far more timely and cost effective via the internet than 
via the printed word, and we would love to share with you information that might help your operation’s profitability. 
Unfortunately, newsletters and the like are not always timely. For everyone who takes the time to send me an email at 
marshallcattlecompany@hotmail.com we will send you a $50 certificate that can be used on any MCC bull or female 
sold at our upcoming bull sale. That is in addition to our customer appreciation and volume discounts! 

Nathan Andrews Selected for the Colorado Ranching Legacy Program
The Colorado Ranching Legacy Program is a two-year program designed to equip young and beginning ranchers to be 

innovative leaders in land management and conservation.  The Colorado Cattlemen’s Association, the Western Center for 
Integrated Resource Management at Colorado State University, and The Nature Conservancy have partnered to create 
the Colorado Ranching Legacy Program in order to assist in the development of the next generation of stewards vital 
for conserving family ranches and healthy, intact landscapes.  Through the Colorado Ranching Legacy Program, Fellows 
will gain knowledge, networks and mentors, a business plan, and all three partners’ best efforts to assist them in their 
ranching goals.  This three-tiered partnership between the industry, education, and conservation communities makes 
this program unique and opens doors to various financial tools, networks, and management opportunities.

Nathan is no stranger to Marshall Cattle Company customers, he is a seedstock cooperator with MCC and helps in 
putting on our bull sale each year. We are proud of all that Nathan has accomplished and expect even greater things in 
the future. Nathan is a charter member of the Three Rivers Alliance, a member of the Shortgrass Prairie Partnership, and 
the Hale Fire and Rescue Department.

Horse Happenings
Wyatt and his gelding, Moonshine, had a super week at the Palamino 

Youth World Show in Tulsa, OK this summer. They were named the 2009 
World Champion 13 & Under Reiners, Reserve World Champions in Western 
Riding, 11th in Trail and 13th in Horsemanship! Justis and his mare, JJ, ended 

their summer by winning 
the junior division of the 
Ranch Horse Versati l i ty 
show at  the  Co lorado 
State Fair. Check out more 
about our horse program 
on our website at www.
MarshallCattleCompany.
com.

March 31, 2010!
We are excited about the bull offering we are currently developing 

for our spring bull sale. We will be offering 70 yearling and 30 fall bulls. 
Mark your calendars for Wednesday, March 31st. As always, 70% of 
the bulls are calving ease and all are free of genetic defects. Sire groups 
will include Mytty In Focus, Analyst, Final Answer, Morgan’s Direction, 
Connealy Reflection, GAR Predestined, Daybreak, and Alliance I87.

Do You Need A Supermama Herd Sire?          
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Make plans to attend our MCC Bull SaleMonday, March 31st!

MCC Herd Sires Available through AI
MCC is very privileged to have several MCC bred bulls available through ABS and 

Genex. MCC Daybreak, 2008 Angus Sire Alliance #1 Profitability sire, continues to 
be available through ABS. His daughters did a fabulous job as two year olds and 
bred back early. Genex made a significant investment in MCC genetics in our 2009 
Bull Sale. They purchased MCC Relevance 828, a Predestined out of Daybreak’s dam 
with tremendous individual performance. They also invested in a phenotypcially 
awesome Daybreak son, MCC Breakaway, out of a N Bar Prime Time D806 dam 
along with their partners Tehama Angus in California and the R.A. Brown Ranch 
in Texas. We sampled both bulls in our program this spring and are excited to get 
their first calves on the ground in a few months.

We have also invested in our first purebred Simmental bull, VPI Outlook, in an 
effort to grow our SimAngus program. He is an Invasion x Dream On x Power 
Drive bred bull that originated out of Virginia Tech’s herd and truly has all the 
bells and whistles — homozygous black, homozygous polled, with tremendous 
individual performance (124 IMF ratio, 117 REA ratio, 116 ADG ratio, 111 YW ratio, 
39 SC, 6.2 Frame Score). Most importantly, he is out of an outstanding cow family 
with strong production records and excellent 
udder quality. We felt he was a Simmental 
bull that truly fit our SuperMama philosophy. 
We have used him AI and clean-up, he held 
up extremely well in the eastern Colorado 
environment this summer. He is currently 
enrolled and sampled in the American 
Simmental Association’s carcass test program. 
Semen is available through MCC or our 
partner, Double N Simmentals in VA.
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